
When it comes to hunting boots, the temptation is to pay 
around £50 from a sports or outdoors shop – but as I and 
many airgunners will attest, it’s false economy. Such footwear 

may outwardly look good, but that low price usually refl ects the lack of 
suitable materials being used in the design. A season of cold, wet, smelly 
and uncomfortable feet will soon have you digging deeper in your pocket 
to buy a ‘proper’ pair!

That said, my newest pair hasn’t cost me an arm and, erm, a leg… 
because Ridgeline’s latest Camlite Boots come in at pretty much the 
price of civvy street treads – just £99.99. Given the very technical nature 
of materials that makers, Ridgeline – New Zealand’s extreme clothing 
specialists – have used throughout, I’m as impressed with the price as I 
am with their performance. Okay, I’ve only worn them a few weeks, but I’m 
in no doubt these boots will be in commission for many hunting seasons.

While the Camlite moniker gives an obvious clue as to their construction 
– they carry the Buffalo Camo pattern and weigh barely 1kg – there’s a 
stack of other features thrown in to that meagre asking price worth noting, 
from their anti-scuff toe to their full-support heel cup.

A high ankle design offers good lower leg protection in rough and 
mucky terrain, but isn’t so high as to hinder your gait – and the boots are 
easy to step in and out of courtesy of a trio of ‘D-hooks’ for speed-lacing 
closure. A fi nger loop at the back also helps to pull them on, and a plentiful 
tongue provides great frontal support.

The Camlite is lined with Thinsulate – 3M’s famous synthetic, super-thin 
fi bre insulating material – so that your toes won’t freeze (a common cause 
of ‘going home early’ in my case). And the overall lack of bulk, combined 
with the breathability of Ridgeline’s special R-TEX membrane outer means 
you won’t overheat, either. 

For just four letters, R-TEX achieves quite a lot, too! Besides wicking 
away moisture build-up (sweat), it also offers complete weather resistance 
against wind and humidity – and coupled with the HydroGuard treatment 
that’s been applied to the Camlite’s sealed seams, high-abrasion lining and 
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MAKE: Ridgeline

MODEL: Camlite

DISTRIBUTOR: Highland Outdoors

SIZES: 6-13 (UK)

SRP: £99.99

FROM: Gun shops ● www.ridgelineclothing.co.uk

Ridgeline are famed for their high-
performance apparel, and the 
editor has been putting their new 
Camlite Boot through its paces…
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exterior to fi ght water ingress, these boots will keep your feet super-dry as 
well as air-conditioned.

The Athletic sole, as Ridgeline calls it, is the Camlite’s pièce de résistance 
for me. Its synthetic treads act like caterpillar tracks, giving you a fi rm 
footing in even the slipperiest of conditions, yet its tread pattern sheds 
muck very easily – even clay-based gloop. But where it really scores is in its 
fl exibility; despite a healthy rand and decent girth, you can really ‘feel’ your 
footfalls when wearing this boot.

Normally, high-ankle hunting boots tend to be a bit clog-like, meaning 
it’s diffi cult to hunt stealthily in them – but I’d say the Camlite makes 
for the best stalking boot I’ve ever worn (and I’ve tried a lot down the 
years). With the sole being so responsive, you get enough feedback during 
your foot placement to adjust your weight accordingly, resulting in a much 
quieter approach.

The sure-footedness they offer has enabled me to keep my stalking 
approaches slow and silent – and now that I’ve broken them in, I know 
well before the ‘snap’ that I’m stepping on an unseen twig under the leaf 
mulch! Additionally, I’ve done some ‘destruction testing’, clambering over 
giant rock piles around the farm, and the soles have stood up very well – 
yet despite their rugged build, they’re still supple enough to allow me to 
bend my foot comfortably when taking kneeling shots.

As an all-weather, all-season hunting boot, I’m happy to give the 
Ridgeline Camlite a big thumbs-up. Or should that be big toe…? ●

Above + inset: The sole‘s 
tread provides fi rm footing 

Below left: The boots weigh 
barely 1kg for the pair 

Below centre: Features include 
a fi nger loop and wide tongue
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There were lots of design 
amendments requested 
from Nige on this. I’ve 
attached his eProof for 
you to see his notes, so 
you can double-check 
them against the fi nal fi le 
I’ve produced. (I want 
to make sure I got things 
right…) For the third 
caption (Below centre), I 
struggled with the tracking 
to make it three lines 
instead of two and could 
only fi x it by reducing the 
tracking to -40…
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